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I. INTRODUCTION

P ROPORTIONAL..INTEGRAL (PI) AND pro
. portional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers

are essential part of modem equipment for industrial
automation [1-2]. It is common knowledge that the
most part of industrial control systems and mecha
tronic control systems based on the applications of
PI or PID controllers. Problems of PI (PID) control
system analysis and design are ,treated in a huge set
of publications, for instance, [3-5], that are only few
ones. The majority of known design procedures of
PI (PID) controllers are applicable merely for stable
linear systems, including, stable linear systems in the
presence ofa time delay in control. For example, the
well known Ziegel-Nichols tuning rules [6] or its
various modifications are widely used for selection
ofcontroller parameters.

In the presence of plant uncertainty, in order to
fetch out the best PI and PIO controllers in accor
dance with the assigned design objectives, a set of
tuning rules, identification and adaptation schemes
has been developed [7--8]. There are various design
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techniques of integral controllers for nonlinear sys
tems as well [9-13]. The main disadvantage for the
most part of the existing procedures on PI or PID
controller ~design' is that the desired transient per
fonnances can not be guaranteed in the presence of
nonlinear plant parameter variations and unknown
external disturbances.

The objectives of this paper are the analysis and
design of PI (PID) control systems for nonlinear
plant model in the presence of the time delay, plant's
parameter variations, and unknown external distur
bances. The discussed approach to PI (PID) control
ler design is based on the design methodology pre
sented in [14-15], that guarantees desired output
transients by inducing. of two-time-scale motions in
the closed-loop system. Stability conditions imposed
on the fast and slow modes and sufficiently large
mode separation rate betw~en fast and slow modes
can ensure that the fulJ-order closed-loop nonlinear
system achieves the desired properties in such a way
that the' output transient performances are desired
and insensitive to external· disturbances and plant's
parameter variations. The stability of fast-motion
transients in the closed-loop system is provided by
proper selection of controller parameters, as well as
slow-motion transients correspond to the stable ref
erence model of desired mapping from reference
input into controlled output. The method of singular
perturbations is used throughout the paper [16-20].

The paper is organized as foJlows. First, the'de
sign of PI controller for the I-st order nonlinear sys
tems. is discussed. Second, PID controller design for
the 2-nd order nonlinear systems is explained. Third,
the generalized structure of output feedback control
ler, which is called as a universal controller, for
nonlinear systems of an arbitrary degree is pre
sented. All systems are treated in the presence of a
time delay in control. Numerical examples with
simulation results are presented as well.

II. THE I-ST ORDER NONLINEAR SYSTEM

2./. Control problem statement

Consider a nonlinear system with time delay in
control of the following fonn:
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x(t) = f(x(t), w(t)) + g(x(t), w(t))u(t - T), (1)

where x is the measurable output of the system
(l),xeOx cD ; x(O)=xo eQx cO ; uis the con-

trol, u E Q u cD; w is an unknown bounded exter

nal disturbance or varying parameter, w E Ow C [j ;

t is the time, t ~ 0 ; T is the time delay in control,
T ~ 0 ;nx ' Q u ,Ow are compact sets. We assume that
f(x, w) , g(x, w) are unknown continuous bounded

functions of x and w on the bounded set nx xOw .

Let us assume that the condition
o< gmin S g{x, w) S gmax < 00 (2)

is satisfied for all (x, w) e Ox x Ow .
A control system is being designed so that the

condition
limx(t) = r
1-+lX)

holds, where r =const .
Moreover, the output transients of x(t) should

have the desired performance indices. These tran
sients should not depend on the external disturbance
or varying parameter represented by w.

2.2. PI controller

Let us consider the feedback control law given
by the following differential equation:

pu(t) =ko{a[r(t)-x(t)]-x(t)}, u(O) =uo' (3)

where IJ is a small positive parameter. The discussed
control law (3) may be expressed in terms of transfer
functions, that is the conventional PI controller
given by

u(s) = ~{;[r(s)-x(S)]-X(S)}.

It has been shown below that, if some additional
conditions are satisfied, then the parameters
jJ, ko' a can be chosen via singular perturbation
technique such that the design control objectives
hold.

2.3. Two-time-scale motions analysis

The replacement of xin (3) by the right mem
ber of (I) yields the closed-loop system equations in
the fonn

x(t) = f(x(t), w(t)) + g(x(t), w(t»)u(t - r),

jiu(t) =-kog(x(t), w(t))u(t - T) (4)

+ko{a[r(t)-x(t)]- f(x(t), w(t))}.

Since fJ. is a small parameter, the above equations
(4) are the singularly perturbed differential equa
tions. If p ~ 0 , then fast and slow modes are forced
in the closed-loop system and the time-scale separa
tion between these modes depends on the parameter
jJ. In order to two-time-scale motions analysis, let
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us rewrite the system (4) in the following operator
form:

px = f(x, w) + g(x, w)e-rpu,

k
11' (5)

J.L pu = - og(x, w)e- u +ko{a[r -x]- I(x, w)}

where pOd / d t .

In order to enable usage of the standard tech
nique for two-time-scale motions analysis, take

T = /JTo'

where To ~ 0, and denote
-I

p=p Po,

where Po 0 did to . Hence, from (5), the system

Pox = lJ[f(x, w) + g{x, w)e-roPou],

Pou =-kog(x, w)e-roPou +ko{a[r -xl - f(x, w)}

results. By setting J.L = 0 we get the system given by

Pox =0,

pou =-kog(x, w)e-rOPOu +ko{a[r - x] - I(x, w)}.

Then the inverse replacement
ro == p-I T , Po =p-J p

and the returning to time domain representation
yields the fast-motion subsystem (FMS) given by

pu(t) = -kog(x(t), w(t»)u(t - r)

+ko{a[r{t) - x(t)] - I(x(t), w(t)} ,

where x(t), w(t), and r(t) are treated as the frozen
variables during the transients in (6).

Assume that the FMS transients stability has
been provided by selection of controller parameters,
then after the rapid decay oftransients in (6), we get
the steady state (more precisely, quasi-steady state)
for the FMS, where u= 0 and u(t) = us(t). From
(6) , we find

US (I - T) =[g(x(t), w(/»]-1 {a[r(t) - x(t)]

- [(x(t), w(t»)}.

Substitution of u(t - r) = us(t - T) into (1) yields the
slow-motion subsystem (SMS) given by

x(t) =a[r(t) - x(t)], x(O) = XOt (7)

where the estimate of the SMS settling time is given
by

tSMs 'l:$3/a, a>O.
The expression (7) is treated as a first

approximation for slow motions description in the
closed-loop system (4), however, the effect of time
delay in control is not taken into account here due to
assumption that T =pro holds.

The main qualitative property of the singularly
perturbed systems is that: if the equilibrium point of
the FMS is exponentially stable, then there exists
p.. > 0 such that for all jJ E (0,1-/) the trajectories
of the singularly perturbed system approximate to
the trajectories of the SMS [16-20].
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So, if a sufficient time-scale separation between
the fast and slow modes in the closed-loop system
and exponential convergence of FMS transients to
equilibrium are provided, then after the damping of
fast transients the desired output behavior prescribed
by (7) is fulfilled despite that [(x~ w) and g(x, w)

are unknown complex functions. Thus, the output
transient perfonnance indices are insensitive to pa
rameter variations of the nonlinear system and ex
ternal disturbances, by that .the solution of the dis
cussed control problem is maintained.

2.4. Selection a/PI controller parameters

There are two conflicting objectives that should
be maintained in order to get well-behaved closed
loop system (1 ),(3), where the first one is the re
quirement ofFMS transients stability and the second
one is the requirement of the sufficient time-scale
separation between the fast and s)ow modes in the
closed-loop system.

The Nyquist criterion can be used in order to
FMS stability analysis given that the condition (2)
holds and g(x,w) = const during the transients in

(6). Let kog > 0, then, in accordance with the Ny
quist criterion, we get

J.l(j)e = kog
and

ifJr = O.51r - Z"tDc '

where me is the crossover frequency and f/J'f is the
phase margin on the FMS Nyquist plot. Note that
ffJr > 0 only if

'r < 0.5K / OJe •

Hence, from the above, the lower bound for jJ can
be found, that is

J.l ~ Jlmin = Z"kogmax /(O.51f - 'Pr ) ,

where fPr is selected such that 0 < ({Jr < 1t /2, for

instance, f/Jr =0.6 rad.
An estimate of the FMS settling time is given

by tFAtS ~ 1r / (J)c • The degree oftime-scale separation
between the fast and slow modes in the closed-loop
system (1),(3) can be represented by tFMS S tSMS /1],
where, for example, T'/ =1O. The last inequality

yields the upper bound for Jl given by

p s Pmax = 3kogmin /(anT]) .

III. THE 2-ND ORDER NONLINEAR SYSTEM

3.1. Plant model and PID controller

Let us consider the plant model given by
x(t) = f(X(t), w(t» +g(X(t), w(t»u(t - r), (8)
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where X = [X,i]T is the state vector. We assume that

[(x, w) , g(x, w) are unknown continuous bounded

functions of x and w on the bounded set nx x nM' .
By analogy with (2), let us assume that the condition

o< gmin S g(X, w) S grnax < ex> (9)

holds for all (x, w) e Ox x 0"..
Let the controller is given by

p 2 ii(t) + dtpu(t) =ko[F(X,r)-x(t)] , (10)

where # > 0, F(X,r) = -aJi(t) + ao[r(t)-x(t)],

ao > 0, and a. > 0 ·
The control law (10) can be expressed in terms of
transfer functions, that is the structure of the conven
tional PID controller given by

u(s) = .to {ao [res) -x(s)]-(s +~)X(s)}.
peps +dt ) S

3.2. Two-time-scale motions analysis

Substitution of (8) into (10) yields the closed
loop system equations in the fonn

x(/) = f(X(t), w(t) + g(X(t), w(t))u(t - r),

p 2 u(t) +d.pu(i) +kog(X(t), w(t)u(t - to) (11)

= ko[F(X(t),r(t»- [(X(t), w(t»].

Denote
Xl = X, X2 = X, Ut = U, U2 == JJU.

The closed-loop system may be rewritten in the fonn
XI =x2 ,

x2 = f(X1,X2t w)+ g(xl'x2 , w)u.(t-r),

pUl =u2 , (12)

pU2 =-kOg(~,X2,W)Ul(t-Z")-dIU2

+ko[F(xJ,x2 ,r)- /(xl' %2' w)],
where two-time-sca1e motions are induced
as p ~ o. Then, similar to the above procedure of
the time-scale separation, from (12), we get the FMS
given by

Ii ii(t) +dilJU(t) +kog(X(t), w(t»u(t - r) (13)

= ko[F(X(t),r(t»- [(X(t), wet»~],

where g(x, w), F(X,r), and [()(, w) are treated
as the frozen variables during the transients in (13).
Accordingly, from (12), the SMS can be found in the
form

3.3. Selection of PID controller parameters

In accordance with the Nyquist criterion, from
(13), we get

kog = POJc~p2(j)2c +dl
2 (15)

and
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(17)

(18)

(19)

r(t)
1.5 .. ~ '" ':'" .

X(t) ~......... ~ ········"j"··· .. ····r········· .
0.5 .. . .. . .. ~ ~ ~. . . . . . . . .. . .

: . :
o .. . .

: . :
: : :-0.5 '---_-.1"'---_---.1.__--10__--""'__--'

o 2 4 6 8 t,S 10

Fig. I. Output step response in the closed-loop system (18),(19).

2-------.r-----..-----r----.,-----.

where J.L is the small positive parameter, q ~ n , and
o 0

F(X r) = - Qn-l x(n-l) - ... -~ x(1) (I)
'T Tn

-
1

1
+-[r(t) - x(t)].Tn

The controller parameters a~_l' ••• ' a~ ,T are selected
such that the polynomial

Tn sn + a~_lTn
-

1sn-l +... + a~T2S2 + ~oTs +1 (22)

has the desired pole distribution inside the left part
of the s - plane, where roots of the polynomial (22)
are defined by the requirements imposed on the de
sired output transient performance indices of x(t) in
the system (20).

The control law (21) can be expressed in terms
oftransfer functions, that is

kou(s) - --------=------- J.L(/i-q-l sq-l + d
q

_
1
pq-2sq-2 + ... + d

2
)Js + d

1
)

{ '; [r(s)-x(s)]-(an_lsn-1+... +a2s+al)X(S)},

where the controller is proper one and implemented
without an ideal differentiation of x(t) or r(t) due

to q~n.

3------.----y---r------.,
2 ~ · .~ ': · · · j' .
1 ~ ~ ~ ~ .

.~ ::::::.:T:~i.iXr::::::.T :" ..
·2 ~ ~ ~ .

·3 ~ · ~ ~ j .
-4 L..-__I--__.L.-__"--__.a--_----'

o 2 4 6 8 t,S 10

Fig. 2. Control variable response in the closed-loop system
(18),(19).

'Pr = 0.5n- - arctg(f.J{J)c / d) ) - 'We' (16)

The parameter d) -ambiguity resolution can be done
by selection ofthe desired value for the gain margin
L on the FMS Nyquist plot, where

kog L = P(J)L~p,2w2 + d}2 ,

o=O.51Z' - arctg(p,(J)L / dI ) - 1'(J)L.

The lower bound for p, and the parameter d)
can be found by the joint resolution of (15)-(17),
where the phase margin f/Jr and the gain margin L
on the FMS Nyquist plot are specified such that
0< 9'r < 1Z' /2 and L> 1 given that the condition

g = gmax holds.
Next, by taking

tFMS ~ 7f / (J)e

IV. THE N-TH ORDER NONLINEAR SYSTEM

4.1. Plant model and universal controller

Let us consider the plant model given by
x(n) (t) = f(X (t), w(t)) + g(X(t), w(t))u(t - '(), (20)

where X = [X,X(l) , ••• ,x(n-})]T is the state vector.

Assume that the condition (9) holds for all
(x, w) e nx xOw' The structure of the universal
controller is given by

pq u(q) (t) + dq_1pq-1U(q-l) (t) +... + dIJ.L U(l) (t)
(21)

= ko[F(X,r)-x(n)(t)],

t
SMS

~ 3a;1/2 ,

the degree of time-scale separation between the fast
and slow modes in the closed-loop system (1 ),(3) is
verified as 1] ~ tSMs / tFMS given that the condition

g.= gmin holds.

and

3.4. Example

Let us consider the following nonlinear system:
x(t) = O.5x(t).i"(t) +O.lx(t) +0.5x(t)

+ 0.5 sin(0.5t) +u(t - 1'),

where 'f =0.03 s. In accordance with (10), the struc
ture of the PIDcontroller is given by

p,2 u(t) + dIpu(t)

=ko[-x(t) - 2x(t) - x(t) + r(t)].

Take f/Jr = 0.6 rad, L = 2 , and ko =10 . By the joint
resolution of (15)-(17), we get p, =0.124 s,

d1 =4.243, (J)e =16.973 rad/s, (J)L =28.922 rad/s.
The simulation results for the system (18) con

trolled by the algorithm (19) are displayed in Figs.
1-2, where the initial conditions are zero.
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4.2. Two-time-scale motions analysis

The replacement of x(n) in (21) by the right member
of (20) yields the closed-loop system equations in
the form

xCn)(t) = I(X(t)~ w(t» + g(X(t), w(t»U(1 - r),

p q u(q) (t) + dq_Jpq-1 U(q-I) (t) +. ··+ dIP U(I) (I) (23)

+ kog(X(/), w(t»u(t - r)

= ko[F(X(t),r(t».- !(X(t), wet»~].

Denote
r.. = X X = x(l) x =x(,,-1)-I '2 , ••• , n ,

(1) , (q-I)
~ =U, U2, =JlU , ••• , Uq =JJU •

Then the closed-loop system (23) may be rewritten
as the following system of singularly perturbed dif
ferential equations:

x, =X'+I' i = 1,2,... ,n-l,
X" = I(X, w) + g(X, w)u1(t - r),

/Ju j =Uj +l , j=1,2, ... ,q-l, (24)

/JUq =-kog(X,w)u)(t-r)-d1u2 -···-dq_1uq

+ ko[F(X,r) - f(X, w)],

where fast and slow modes are forced as IJ -+ 0 .
The system (24) may.be rewritten in the opera

tor form, similar to (5). Then by means of the pre..
sented above procedure of the time-scale separation,
we get the FMS given by

ii' U(9) (t) + d,_IPq-JU(q-l) (I) +... + diP U(l) (t)

+kog(X(t), w(t»u(t - r) (25)

=ko[F(X(t),r(t»- f(X(t), w(t»] ,

where g(X(t), w(t», F(X(t), ret»~,and f(X(t), w(t»
are treated as the frozen variables duiing the tran
sients in (25).

The quasi-steady state for the FMS (25) yields
u, (t - T) = [g(X(t), w(t»]-l [F(X(t), r(t»

- f(X(t), w(t»]

given that the FMS transients are stable. Then, the
substitution of

u(t-r)=u,(t-T)

into (20) yields the slow-motion subsystem (SMS)
given by the following differential equation:
Tnx(n) + 0° Tn-I x(n-J) +... + aOT2X(2) + n_OTx(J) + X =r

,,-1 2 -. ,

that is the first approximation for slow motions de
scription in'the closed-loop system (24) without tak
ing the effect of time delay into consideration due to
assumption that the condition r =pTo holds.

4.3. Selection of controller parameters

Let us consider a one way to select the parame
ters ofthe controller given by (21).

Firstly, assume that the parameters of the poly
nomial (22) are assigned in accordance with the re-
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quirements imposed on the desired output transient
performance indices of x(t) in the system (20).

Secondly, take r = 0 and g =gmin • From (25)
we get the FMS characteristic polynomial in the
form

IJq d pf-1 d II

A (s)=-'--s' + ,-I s,-t +...+_I_r_s +1
FMS kogmin kogmin kogmin

. (26)
'Consider the. desired stable FMS characteristic

polynomial given by
A~s (8) = 14Sf +14-1(_18'1-1 +... +Poa:s +1, (27)

where Po is selected such that the condition

1J0 S T / 1]

holds, where TJ ~ 10, and by that the time-scale sepa
ration between the fast and slow modes in the
closed-loop system (23) is maintained. Take, for
instance,

s' +do S,-I +···+dos+l =(9+1)9q-I I

and
ko = k. I gmin ,

where kl =10 . From the condition

Ants(s) = A~s(s),

wefmd
IJ = II ],1/9 d = dO /rllt
r '-0 "1 , q-I ,-I "1' (28)

d = dO J,Uq d = d°j..(q-I)/q
q-2 q-2 "1 , ••• , I 1 "1 •

Thirdly, take g =gmax . By resolution of

IgnUn~t;O)c>!= I, (29)

we get the crossover frequency DJe on the FMS Ny
quist plot, where
D(jj.lOJc) = p" UOJc)q + d,,_dJf-

1(jOJc)9-
1 +...+ jd.ptiJc

and the phase margin is'given by
fPo = 1r - A rg(D(jJ.l{J)e» (30)

when T =o. Accordingly, if r ~ 0, the phase mar.. '
gin on the FMS Nyquist plot is given by

f/Jr = 1t - Arg(DUPDJe » - r(J)e , (31)

where we get that f/Jr =0 when

f' = r max =f/Jo / (J)e. (32)

Hence, 'Z'max is the upper bound for r when the con

troller parameters are defined by (28).
Actually, the discussed controller is practically

applicable if and only if the phase margin fPr and
the gain margin L on the FMS Nyquist plot are lar
ger enough at the same time, where L is defined by
the joint resolution of the following equations:

I
krgrnax L I=1,

gminD(jpaJ,,) (33)

0= 1(- Arg(D(jpaJL»-T(J)L"
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V. DISCUSSIONS

displayed in Figs. 3-4, where the initial conditions
are zero.

2,...---.,----..----..,.----.,...---.,

. ~ -.- ......... ...1.5 .

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The main advantage of the discussed singular
perturbation technique for control system analysis
and design is that the parameters of the PI, PID, or

There exists a closed association of the designed
control system attributes, where two-time-scale mo
tions are artificially induced, and attributes of the
control systems with high gain in feedback [21-22],
control systems with sliding motions [23], control
systems with the highest derivative and high gain in
feedback [24], or, in particular, control systems with
acceleration feedback control [25-28]. In compare
with [25-28], the specific control law discussed by
[24] does not allow to include an integral action in
feedback without an additional integrator. Note that
the acceleration feedback control [25-28] actually
leads to PID control. The generalized control law
structure (21)t which has been called as the universal
controller, is related to the structure of a hign-order
local optimization procedure [29] in case of an ap
propriate cost-function selection. The suggested ap
proach to the problem of PI (PID) controller design
is applicable for nonlinear unstable systems as well.

-2

·4 !.~(~/ = : .· . . .· . . .
· : : :

-6 ~ T·········r·· j .
..8'----0I000o---'''''-----------

o 2 4 6 8 t,s 10

Fig. 4. Control variable response in the closed-loop system
(34),(37).

r(t) ~. .
·········:·~~j···r··· ·····T········· .

0.5 '~"""'"']''''''''''r''''''''' .
o ·..i· .. ··· .. '1' 1' .

-0.5"-----~-----_.-------
o 2 4 6 8 t,s 10

Fig. 3. Output step response in the closed-loop system (34),(37).

4..----...---...---.....---.-------.

2 . ······(······ ..~ ····t······ .. '1' .
o , , .

: ~ : :

where

d1 d2 b ko
a1 =p2' a2 =p' °= - p.3r3'

b ::; - k~~02' ~ ::; _ ko~~ , b
3

= _ k~ ,
pT pT p

ko kob~ kob~
Co = p 3T3' cJ = p 3r 2 ' c2 = p 3r'

Take, for example, a~ =a~ = 3, blo =b~ =0 ,

k. = 10, T =0.8 s, and T/ = 10. Hence, from (28)-

(32), we get Po = 0.08 s, ,u =0.115 s, d. = 13.925,

d2 = 6.463, OJc = 6.183 rad/s, ({Jo = 1.241 rad,

t"max = 0.201 s, tpr =0.937 rad, L = 2.227 ,

(i)L =12.812 rad/s. The simulation results for the

system (34) controlled by the algorithm (37) are

Let us consider the following nonlinear system:

X(3)(t) =IX(t)X(2) (t)1 + x 2(t) + u(t - r), (34)

where r =0.05 s. In accordance with (21), consider
the controller in the form

p 3 U(3) + d
2
p 2 U(2) + dIP U(l)

aO aO 1 1 (35)=k [_X(3) _--!.X(2) __1 x(1) --x+-r].
° r r 2 r3 r 3

The controller (35) corresponds to the reference
model in the fonn of type 1 system, that is

T3x(3) + a~T2x(2), + ~Orx(l) +x =r •

Instead of(35), the controller given by
p3 U(3) + d

2p
2 U(2) + d

l
J1. u(l)

aO
~o 1=k [-xC)~ _~X(2) --xC)~ --x (36)

° T T 2 T3

bO J-t0 1
+...1. r (2) +-~-r(l)+-r]

r r 2 r J
'

may be used too. The controller (36) corresponds to
the reference model in the form
r3X(3) + a~T2X(2) + ~OTx(l) + x = b~T2X(2) + b10Tr(l) + r,

where the reference model is the type 2 system when
J.tO - aO bO

- 0vt-"l' 2-·

Accordingly, the reference model is the type 3 sys
tem when

4.4. Example

bo ° b
O °1 =a1 , 2 =a2 •

The controller (36) can be rewritten as the sys
tem of state space differential equations for a pur
pose practical implementation, that is

u: l
) =-a2ut +u2 +(b2 -b3a2 )x+c2r,

u~t) =-OtU1 +u3 +(~ -~al)x+clr,

u~l) =box +cor,
u =b3x+u1,
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universal controller can be derived analytically in
accordance with such indirect perfonnance objec
tives as the desired pole placement, while the desired
pole distribution is defined by such direct output
performance objectives as settling time, overshoot,
and system type. The knowledge of the bounds for
the high-frequency gain g(X, w) and the degree
(relative degree) of the plant model are actually
enough for controller design based on the presented
approach. However, it was ~sumed that the state
vector and disturbances belong to some bounded
sets.

The main restriction is due to the fact that the
requirement of stability of FMS transients comes
into conflict with the requirement of the time-scale
separation between fast and slow modes in the
closed-loop system. The trade-off set of the control
ler parameters exists only if the time delay is not too
long one, in particular, in accordance with (32), the
upper boUnd for time delay is given by T < Tm8)C •
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